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Links
Installing and/or repairing big items in your home, like bathtubs, can
be difficult and cumbersome. More often than not situations arise
where you are unable to use traditional methods due to constrictions
such as time, and space. This is what happened to our customer,
J.M. … Here’s his story:
“To Whom It May Concern, I want to say thanks so much for your
Copper-Bond product. It really saved me a lot of heartache, when I
inadvertently missed a copper sweat fitting (the fitting holding the tub
spout copper pipe) located behind my new tub surround..."
Read Full Story

Comic Con ‘n Glue ‘n Stuff
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Not sure about you, but we were into Comic Con last week! Follow on
Twitter @comic_con. Comic adventures and characters are so much
fun and they are streaming to us in many more ways than the
traditional comic book, cartoon, and comic strips some of us first
began following. Several expanded comic-centered media and art
forms exist today including video games, feature films, graphic novels
, tattoos, 3D, and anime/manga (“whimsical pictures …. featuring
exageratted physical features such as large eyes, big hair, and
elongated limbs ….”), but at the core comic themes remain true to
their roots.
[Photo Credit: Superman Homepage Kid's Craft - Flying Superman]
Read Full Story

Country Music’s Sugarland
releasing “Stuck Like Glue”!

According to the AOL Radio Blog (and the Country Radio Stations
this blogger likes to listen to) Sugarland is coming out with a new
single soon titled, “Stuck Like Glue”! We like it, we love it, go
Sugarland! We can relate to that title!
[Photo Credit: Mercury Nashville via AOL Radio Blog]
Read Full Story

How Do You Use Super Glue?
We love hearing from consumers of our products. Many people write
in and tell us their stories about how they use Super Glue Corporation
products. This information is very important to us. We track this
valuable information and use it in our research and development
process.
We are particularly impressed that our loyal customers are so honest
and forthcoming with their tips … we also like that satisfied consumers
tend to spread the great news about our products … we know that
word of mouth advertising is the very best thing in the world and we
appreciate every bit we get! Here’s some of the interesting feedback
we recently received:
1. N.Y. states: “I use it on my models, cars and trucks where the
model glue won’t work, your stuff does awesome wonders …”
Read More Feedback

Prize Winning Piggy (Bank)!

A special thank you to Future Glue(R) fan, Denise C. and her son
Trevor, for sharing their super glue story with us!
Denise wrote in to tell us that they use our products for everything
from “school crafts to broken items” …. She then went on to tell us
about their prize winning entry into their school’s recycling contest ….
[Photo Credit: Denise C. & son, Trevor]
Learn how they used Future Glue to make this prize winning Piggy.
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